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Matchmaker agents facititate
interaction between
customers and vendors. In this work we view Matchmakers as constraint-based solvers. A Matchmaker of
this type provides potential solutions ("suggestions")
based on partiM knowledge, while gaining further information about the problem from the Customer through
the latter’s evaluation of these suggestions ("corrections").
The dialog between Matchmaker and Customer results in iterative improvement in the quality
of the solution presented to the Customer.
For example, a used-car Matchmaker might suggest
a reliable Toyota Camry, switch to a mini-van when
told the Camry was too small because the customer
had 12 children, and to a 1965 VWbus when told the
customer had already spent most of his money on the
children.
There are a variety of metrics by which we can evaluate the success of a customer/vendor interaction. For
example, the vendor may wish to minimize the time
spent with customers to maximize immediate sales volume, or the vendor may wish to maximize the information obtained from customers, to facilitate an ongoing relationship. Wehave explored different strategies
for presenting proposed solutions to the customer, and
evaluated these strategies according to different success
metrics.
Constraint technology provides a natural mechanism
for combining customer problem solving with customer
profiling. The suggestion/correction
mechanism supports a natural interactive dialogue, and allows for upselling.
Weare combining this work with our expertise in
the area of product configuration. Opportunities may
exist as well to combine this work with the wider use
of constraint technology in enterprise and supply chain
management.
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An introduction to Configuration can be found in:

